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ABSTRACT
Physics-based control of virtual characters traditionally uses high

simulation frequencies of 1 to 2 kHz. While lowering the simulation

frequency frees computation time, it usually introduces instabilities

within the simulation. In this paper, we propose a control strategy

that can be used for high and low simulation frequencies, down

to 225 Hz. The inherent instabilities were reduced by optimizing

control parameters and by introducing a novel control feedback

for the stance leg. We also show how lower frequencies hold a

more restrictive space of possible control parameters than higher

ones. Our controller shows equal robustness as high frequency

controllers while requiring in average only 0.8 ms per simulation

step.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the physical simulation of human locomotion has

aroused a great deal of interest among researchers in bio-mechanics,

robotics and computer science. Indeed, physical simulation provides

an elegant and appropriate method for generating physically real-

istic interactions between a character and his environment. Even

though many control strategies allowing a real-time simulation

have been proposed [3], very few could be used in a virtual environ-

ment containing a sizable number of physically simulated objects

in addition to the controlled character. One of the reasons is that

simple control strategies require a high simulation frequency (1

kHz or more). Since the cost of simulating various elements of the

environment does not depend on the frequency, high simulation fre-

quencies limit the use of those controllers to simple environments.

Recent works propose controllers for lower simulation frequencies

but require complex control strategies to compensate for the larger

time interval between each control step. These systems require

large computation times to control a character thereby limiting the

benefits of a low simulation frequency. To our knowledge, the study

of the effect of low frequencies on simple control strategies has not

yet been investigated.

In this paper, we present a physics-based motion controller that

can be used for high and low simulation frequencies. In order to

produce motions at least as robust, controllable and reactive as the

ones obtained with a high frequency, we propose novel components

such as a ground contact stabilizer and a heading management. To

fully benefit from low frequencies, we paid a special attention to

keep a low computation cost for each simulation step.

The main contributions are twofold. We show that by carefully

calculating the values of some control parameters, high-frequency

controllers can be used at much lower frequencies than the ones

required in previous works without any further modification to the

controller. We propose a process to find these values across a large

interval of frequencies. Finally, we propose a novel online optimiza-

tion component that reduces instabilities induced by lowering the

simulation frequency.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2

reviews previous works. Section 3 describes our low frequency

controller and online optimization. Section 4 presents our method

to evaluate the control parameters. We present our results and

discuss the method in section 5. In section 6, we summarize our

approach and highlight future works.

2 PREVIOUS WORKS
Although using lower frequencies frees large amounts of compu-

tation time, it also reduces the stability of the physics simulation,

especially with respect to rigid bodies collisions. Recently, some

works have been able to design motion controllers using low con-

trol frequencies. Muico et al.’s [12, 13] use a prediction of the con-

tact forces and a nonlinear quadratic regulator (NQR) to track a

reference trajectory to allow the control of a character at 120 Hz.

Although this system achieves real-time control, the average compu-

tation time for one simulation step with numerous contacts with the

ground remains around 6 ms. Model predictive control (MPC) has

recently been used to create controllers extremely robust to exter-

nal perturbations. However, its computational complexity restricts

its real-time application [15]. Han et al.’s controller [6] produces

real-time simulations of a 3D model at 60 Hz by combining a MPC

with a guiding reference motion but the available resources are

completely used for high energy motions. Liu et al. [10] proposed

a sampling-based controller (SAMCON) that is very stable but re-

quires an extremely high quantity of computational resources to

find the correct samples. Greer [5] modified the SAMCON for cyclic
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motions to be able to reuse samples between cycles. This method

allows them to create a 60 Hz controller and using only an average

of 0.62 ms per simulation step. However, this system is limited to

cyclic motor tasks and, to be able to reuse the samples, the poses

occupied by the character must not vary between successive cycles.

In [9] a SAMCON controller is used to pre-generate samples and

creates a control graph from prerecorded motion clips. The result-

ing controller runs at 200 Hz, and ten times faster than real-time,

but it requires pre-computation of the samples and available clips.

Using low simulation frequencies can lead to numerical insta-

bilities in the physics simulation, and in virtual character control,

especially in the reaction forces at ground contact. Several methods

have been proposed to reduce such instabilities. We can sort them

into two categories. In the first category, the physics engine itself

is modified. For instance, Han et al. [6] chose to use the smoothed

contact dynamics proposed in [16] resulting in more stable contacts.

Unfortunately this system is not yet implemented in commonly

used engines such as ODE or PhysX. Liu et al. [9] uses a modified

version of ODE proposed in [11] that implements an implicit damp-

ing scheme to obtain stabler contacts. The use of soft models for

the foot [8] can also be used to reduce the instabilities at the cost of

computation time required for soft contacts. In the second category,

dedicated components are added on the controller side to limit the

impact of the numerical instabilities. Muico et al. [12] integrated

a prediction of the contact forces into the controller to compute

torques compensating for the instabilities. The main drawback of

this solution is that it needs knowledge on the inner working of

the engine which limits its use to open source engines.

The SIMBICON model and associated works [1, 2, 17] propose a

high-level controllable system (character’s orientation, velocity and

step positions). Those systems typically run at 2 kHz and they can

still easily allow real-time interactive simulations thanks to their

very low computation time. Few works tried to study the impact

of lowering the control frequencies in such system. Giovanni et

al.’s [4] used the basic model in various engines and showed that

below a frequency of 750 Hz the system becomes unstable no matter

the engine. Greer [5] implemented various improvements such as

angular momentum regulation or fixing of the stance foot but they

did not obtain successful results at low frequencies.

In this article, we focus on the design of a control strategy that

can be used for high and low simulation frequencies (2 kHz to

225 Hz). The proposed method is simple enough to keep a low

computational time, but is sufficiently robust to ensure stability of

motions.

3 CONTROL FRAMEWORK
Our system is built on the version of SIMBICON presented in [2].

This system uses Yin’s version [17] with key poses as input data

for each joint except the swing leg joints. The target pose for the

swing leg joints are computed by an inverted pendulum model

(IPM). It also uses components that directly compute additional

torques. One component is a gravity compensator that applies

torques compensating for the weight of the limbs for all joints but

the stance ankle [2, 5].

The second component controls the velocity of the character by

applying a virtual force to the center ofmass of the character.We use

a more recent version of this component exhibiting better stability

by considering an adaptive target velocity within a walking step [1].

Their approach uses a curve storing the required variations of the

desired velocity and an offset on this curve that gives control over

the average velocity of the center ofmass of the character. These two

components are dynamically adapted at the end of each character

step depending on the velocity that was observed during the step.

We modified the learning process of the curve by normalizing the

observed velocity so that themedian value is the same as themedian

value of the desired velocity. This modification allows for a faster

convergence by offering a better separation of the information

contained by the desired velocity curve and the offset.

We also removed the linear balance feedback controllers to re-

duce the number of input parameters necessary for the simulation.

This has the advantage of reducing the possible causes for instabili-

ties when using the controller across various simulation frequencies.

The controller is still robust to perturbations due to the IPM and

the improved velocity controller.

Finally, we modified the way desired heading modifications are

handled. Instead of applying the new desired heading instanta-

neously, we distribute it over two character steps. During each of

those steps, we slowly transition from the old desired heading to

the new one over a period of 0.3s by using linearly interpolated

intermediate values. Doing the transition over two character steps

will look natural since it is done over a single support phase, i.e.

only one foot strike has happened between the user’s change of

heading and the moment we reach the desired heading.

Themodel of the character is the same as in [17] (28 DOFs) except

that we use a cuboid to represent the toes instead of a sphere.

3.1 Ground contact stabilizer
The goal of the ground contact stabilizer is to compensate for the

instabilities observed when the stance foot is in contact with the

ground. In an ideal situation of full contact for a foot modeled with a

cuboid, the four lower corners should be in contact with the ground.

In practice, it is common to observe only three or less corners in

contact. Also it is possible to observe sudden variations of which

corners are in contact between successive simulation steps. Having

a low number of contact points can lead to rotations of the stance

leg and therefore unbalance the character often to its fall. Without

enough contact points the friction forces applied on the foot are

not high enough to cancel out the rotation provoked by the torque

applied on the stance hip to control the orientation of the pelvis. In

our approach we propose to design a component, the stabilizer, to

ensure at least three contact points, and thus highly limiting the

possibility of any undesired rotation. Our approach is inspired by

sampling-based solutions using an online optimization as they are

able to find pose displacements resulting in stable contacts even

with extremely low frequency simulations [5]. We choose to not use

a prevision window and handle each simulation step independently

trading stability for a lower computational cost.

3.1.1 Pose samples. In [5], the samples define a target pose

displacement while in our approach the samples define a supple-

mentary torque to apply on the stance leg joints. This makes our

system independent from input data, in particular independent

from the PD-controllers gains. In our approach, we also limit the
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samples to the joints the most directly involved in the contact with

the ground in order to reduce the search space of the sampling

algorithm. We selected the joints located in the stance leg as it is

highly improbable that small variations of the torque applied on

the other joints will have any significant impact on the contacts.

We chose to exclude the toes joint as it only has an impact on the

distribution of the forces between the toes and the foot and not on

the total forces seen by the character. We excluded also the hip joint

since in our system it is used to control the pelvis and not the leg.

Our samples are then simply made of the ankle joint (2 DOFs) and

knee joint (1 DOF) of the stance leg, resulting in a 3-dimensional

search space.

3.1.2 Simplified character model. In addition to limiting our

samples to stance leg joints we use a simplified character model

during the evaluation of the samples allowing us to reduce its cost

without introducing significant errors. In this model, we represent

the removed body parts by a single force representing their weights.

To ensure proper contact estimation, the stance leg is kept intact.

We experimented with various combinations of removed body parts

and studied their impact on the controller (see section 5.1).

3.1.3 Samples evaluation. Our evaluation of the contacts is done
by evaluating the ground reaction forces (GRF) distribution in the

stance foot. We will consider only their normal component to the

ground and therefore will not consider the components resulting

from the friction as the normal components are more stable and

more reliable and the maximum tangential forces depend on the

normal components (cone of friction).

Our goal is to ensure that a significant portion of the GRF is

applied on each side of the foot, not to obtain a perfectly even dis-

tribution of the GRF. Our goal is similar to preventing the centroid

of the GRF to get to close to a border of the foot. In practice, we try

to find solutions keeping the centroid inside an area 15% smaller

than the bottom side of foot.

We define the ratios rlef t/r iдht = Flef t/r iдht /Fall
and rf ront/back = Ff ront/back/Fall where F r iдht/lef t and

Ff ront/back are the sums of the GRF on each respective side of the

foot cuboid and Fall is the total sum of the GRF.

Our evaluation function is as follows:

feval = fquality ∗ 10 + fdistance (1)

fquality =




1.0E15/10Fall /10+1 Fall < 100

(max (lcor − rlef t , 0))
2+

(max (lcor − rr iдht , 0))
2+

(max (lsaд − rf ront , 0))
2+

(max (lsaд − rback , 0))
2

otherwise
(2)

fdistance =max (max (lcor , rlef t_init ) − rlef t , 0)
2+

max (max (lcor , rr iдht_init ) − rr iдht , 0)
2+

max (max (lsaд , rf ront_init ) − rf ront , 0)
2+

max (max (lsaд , rback_init ) − rback , 0)
2

(3)

Distribution of the GRF: fquality represents the quality of the

GRF distribution. lsaд and lcor are user parameters controlling the

level of restriction imposed on the distribution, respectively the

sagittal and coronal limits. Lower values lead to faster convergence

but higher values lead to more stable contacts. In our experiments,

we use a value of 0.15 for both parameters.

Distance: the goal of the function fdistance is to evaluate the dis-
tance between the GRF distribution without optimization (rcor_init
and rsaд_init ) and the GRF distribution using the evaluated sam-

ple. Our intention is to promote samples resembling the initial

simulation and at the same time we limit rlef t/r iдht_init and

rf ront/back_init to respectively lsaд and lcor to prevent the system
from favoring samples with lower GRF distribution quality.

These two functions have a similar order of magnitude so we

weight fquality by a factor of 10 as the goal of fdistance is only

to differentiate between already acceptable distributions (Eq. 1).

We used the Covariance Matrix Adaptation (CMA) algorithm [7]

to generate the samples. Any sample with feval < 1 is accepted

and the CMA is stopped, which is usually achieved in a couple of

iterations.

4 GAINS STUDY
In physics-based animation of virtual characters, the gains (usually

calledKp andKd ) of the PD controllers used in the control feedback

are commonly obtained from offline optimization. The cost function

usually evaluates the quality and stability of the motion without

constraining the gains [5]. Such optimization does not promote a

specific set of gains as long as it produces an acceptable motion.

Unfortunately, if the range of acceptable gains is small, the opti-

mization process may fail to find a solution while one exists. In this

section we study how the acceptable range of gains varies with the

simulation frequency.

Intuitively we can imagine that acceptable gains for high fre-

quencies may not be acceptable for lower frequencies. Indeed, when

using lower frequencies the tracking of the desired pose will most

likely be less precise as we correct the pose and velocity errors less

often. Using constant gains, the larger pose and velocity errors will

result in larger torques which will introduce vibrations and lead to

a failure of the controller or the physics simulator. This observation

makes us formulate the following hypothesis: lower frequencies

have more restrictive ranges for acceptable gains. Following this

idea, we used an offline optimization to find the range of gains

(minimal and maximal values) for which the resulting motion is

still similar to the one obtained with the original high frequency (1

kHz) and gains. The key poses are kept identical for all frequencies.

4.1 Objective function
The optimization process uses the following objective function:

feval =fдains +

∑
t<k ( fhead + fhands )

k ∗ f requency
+

fspeed + fbalance

(4)

wherek is the duration of the evaluation in seconds and f requency
the simulation frequency. This function is made of three parts. The

first one numerically evaluates the set of gains:

• evaluation of gains (fдains ). We define here if we want to find

the minimal or the maximal gains using their sum. Each gain

is normalized by its initial value to prevent the algorithm

from favoring joints.
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The second part of the objective function ensures that the new

motion is similar to the original one. For that, we measure the

displacements of end effectors, namely the head and the hands:

• evaluation of hands (fhands ). To evaluate the quality of the

hands positions, we used inverse kinematics to produce key

poses giving a constant target position relative to the pelvis

allowing us to evaluate any deviation from the target.

• evaluation of head (fhead ). This function penalizes a solution
in which the head position does not stay in an elevation close

to the one observed in the original frequency. We perform

the same penalization for the neck rotation (as it has an

impact on the head position) and the relative position of the

head to the pelvis.

The last part contains two terms ensuring that global character-

istics are conserved. fspeed discards any solution resulting in an

error of more than 5% on the desired character speed and fbalance
verifies that the character does not fall by checking the position of

the center of mass.

4.2 Optimization strategy
As already mentioned, we do not directly use the sum of the gains

but the sum of the gains normalized by their initial values to pre-

vent the algorithm from favoring joints. To select correct initial

values for each frequency, we made two assumptions: (1) the best

gains for a frequency is close to the best gains for a slightly differ-

ent frequency (continuity), and (2) lower frequencies have more

restrictive acceptable ranges. With these assumptions we are likely

to be able to use the solution obtained for a frequency as starting

point for a slightly lower frequency.

The optimization procedure is given in Algorithm 1. The function

run_cma runs an offline optimization using the CMA algorithm.

Its first parameter is the input gains, the second is the simulation

frequency and the last is a Boolean value specifying if we are look-

ing for the minimal or the maximal gains. It executes the CMA-ES

algorithm and stops either if it reaches 150 iterations or if there

is no further evolution of the gains. We stop after 150 iterations

so that we can update the normalization values often enough to

prevent favoring the joints becoming significantly larger. The func-

tion returns the best set of gains and a Boolean set to false if no

iteration of the CMA resulted in a stable motion.

5 RESULTS
Our controller was implemented using the ODE physics engine.

The following performance are obtained on a single threaded im-

plementation on an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 3.0GHz. The simulation

frequency is 300Hz unless specified otherwise. Results on high-level

control (response to perturbations, sharp turns ...) are presented in

the companion video. All simulations use the same key poses and

each frequency has a specific set of gains.

5.1 Ground contact stabilizer
In this section we report the effects of using various reduced models

on computation time and the quality of the contacts between the

feet and the ground. The following results have been obtained over

simulations of 200 character steps of straight forward walking gait.

Algorithm 1 Offline optimization procedure

Require: a set of gains Sini resulting in a stable motion and the associated

frequency Fini
1: procedure LowerFreqency(Sini ,Fini )
2: (Si ,Fi )← (Sini ,Fini )
3: do
4: (Smin ,Smax ,is_valid)← OptimizeFreqency(Si ,Fi )
5: Si ← Smin *0.8+Smax *0.2

6: Fi ← Fnew with Fnew < Fi
7: while is_valid

8: function OptimizeFreqency(Sstar t ,F)
9: (Stemp ,is_valid)← (Sstar t ,true)
10: do
11: Smin ← Stemp
12: (Stemp ,is_valid)← run_cma(Smin ,F,min)

13: while Stemp − Smin
 < η && is_valid

14: if is_valid then
15: do
16: Smax ← Stemp
17: (Stemp ,is_valid)← run_cma(Smax ,F,max)

18: while Stemp − Smax
 < η && is_valid

19: return (Smin ,Smax ,is_valid)

The desired coronal speed cycled between 0m.s−1, 0.2m.s−1 and
−0.2m.s−1 every 5 character steps to introduce perturbation.

We first present the error in the evaluation of the future time

steps by using various reduced models (M1 to M6). This error is

the average difference in the GRF over 200 character steps between

the reduced model and the full character model (M0). We express it

in percents of the sum of the GRF obtained withM0. The error for

one time step is the sum of the difference in the normal component

of the GRF on each corners of the foot and on the toes between the

reduced model and the full character model.

The removed body parts in the six different reduced models are:

arms (M1), arms and head (M2), everything above the pelvis (M3),

everything above the pelvis and the swing leg (M4), arms, head and

swing leg (M5). We also tested a dynamic configuration (M6):M3

when both feet touch the ground and M4 if only the stance foot

touches the ground. As seen in Figure 1 (top), simplifying the arms

and the head does not degrade the stabilizer. M6 shows that the

swing leg has also an important impact on the stabilizer. Finally,

the comparison of M3 and M5 shows that simplifying the swing

leg has a less negative impact than simplifying the torso.

Our second evaluation consists in comparing contacts improve-

ment with required computation time. This evaluation was also

done with the fully simulated character (M0). As seen in Figure 1

(bottom), the number of simulation steps presenting a disequilib-

rium is greatly lowered by our stabilizer for all reduced models

(M1 to M6). The comparison of M3 and M5 confirms the useful-

ness of removing the swing leg over the torso asM5 has a smaller

computation time for less steps showing a disequilibrium.

Two of the reduced models can be considered for use in the final

system.M2 results in a precise error correction without superfluous

computations andM5 offers a trade-off between computation time

and error correction.
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Figure 1: Top: Estimation error for each reduced model (%
of the original value); Bottom: red: percentile of the simu-
lation steps presenting a disequilibrium of the GRFs, blue:
time consumed for the evaluation. ’base’ represents a con-
troller where the ground contact stabilizer has been deacti-
vated.

5.2 Gains study
We initiated the offline gain optimization with the values from [17]

for 1 kHz. We placed the target position for the hands just in front

of the torso. We introduced perturbations by modifying the desired

coronal speed.

The results seen in Figure 2 validate our hypothesis. We see that

lower frequencies have more restrictive ranges for the acceptable

gains. The optimization procedure was able to find acceptable gains

for frequencies as low as 225 Hz while reproducing accurately the

high frequency motion. However, at frequencies lower than 300

Hz, the controllers were not robust to large external perturbations

anymore but could still be used to obtain a fast preview of the

motion, i.e. for designing key poses.

Figure 3 (top) shows that the previously observed decrease of

gains with the frequency is also observed for each individual joint

with the exception of the hip. We must note that the root and

torso_head average values for 750 Hz are quite low compared to

what we could have expected. By looking at the range of the val-

ues relative to the average (Figure 3 bottom) we can observe two

phases. Starting at high simulation frequency and down to a certain

frequency the range of possible values (in percents) stays constant.

After that particular frequency, the range will either slowly or

abruptly diminish. It is interesting to note that the end of the first

phase is not observed at the same frequency for each joint. For

most joints it is observed at frequencies of 300 Hz or less but seems

to happen above 1000 Hz for the knee and ankle. The hip seems

to have a behaviour similar to those two with the values for 275
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Figure 2: Representation of the sum of the gains∑
Kp + Kd ∗ 10 corresponding to the minimum (blue)

and the maximum (red) for each tested frequency.

Hz and 1000 Hz seemingly being outliers. The hip seems to be a

special joint. It has a constant and low average value across all

simulation frequencies and has a small range (smaller than 20% of

the average value) for every frequency. The small range may be

observed because the hip has two roles depending on the stance

and it affects an important part of the character in each stance. The

presence of small average values is also observable on the ankle

and the toes joint. Since the toes joint only affects the foot and the

toes, which are low mass body parts, in either stance, low gains

values are expected. The low values on the hip and the ankle are

most likely due to the fact that those two joints are the ones the

most affected by the balance and velocity control systems.

5.3 Discussion
Our ground contact stabilizer is not yet capable of correcting for a

large disequilibrium of the GRF. In particular, correcting contacts

when only one corner of the foot cuboid touches the ground is

currently impossible. This situation might appear when applying

large external forces at low frequencies. To prevent wasting time

on such case, we limit our online CMA to five iterations. When

testing lateral pushes for lower simulation frequencies, up to 6% of

the simulations step might trigger that limit.

The reported performance for the ground contact stabilizer have

been obtained with a single thread implementation. As the esti-

mations of the samples inside one step of our online CMA are

completely independent from each other, we could evaluate them

simultaneously in separate threads. Our controller usually needs

one or two iterations of the CMA, meaning we could save up to

75% of the time currently used by the stabilizer.

The performance depends on the starting point used for the

CMA. Even though the rules we used to determine starting points

are working for a wide range of frequencies, few more iterations of

the CMA are sometimes needed causing an increase of computation

time.

The controllers obtained with frequencies lower than 300 Hz are

not robust to large external perturbations even though still more

robust than the ones reported in previous works that use a similar

control strategy.
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Figure 3: top: Evolution of the average sum of the gains
∑
Kp + Kd ∗ 10 for each frequency and joint, to allow every values to be

read on the same histogram the values for the hip have beenmultiplied by 10, and the ankles and toes by 30; bottom: Evolution
of the range of the sum of the gains

∑
Kp + Kd ∗ 10 for each frequency and joint (% of the average value).

6 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have designed and evaluated a controller capable

of simulating the locomotion of a virtual character with control

frequencies down to 300 Hz which is lower than the ones presented

in previous works for this type of controller. Our controller allows

frequencies down to 225 Hz if no external perturbation is applied on

the character. We have demonstrated the ability to realize up to 115
◦

turns by managing the change of heading over a small period of

time. We also proposed a system reducing the perturbations caused

by the loose contacts between the stance foot and the ground at

low frequencies. We did not rely on a particular physics engine, the

presented components are all part of the controller.

In the future, we would like to investigate a method to help the

ground contact stabilizer to produce a stable motion even when

extreme contact conditions are detected. Having a multi-threaded

implementation would free a lot of computation time. Also we

would like to see if our observations on the effect of frequency

on gains would allow to find gains at low frequencies for other

types of motion such as running. We could implement a system

using biomechanical data to determine the poses to track in order

to achieve more natural looking sharp turns. Finally, changing

the PD-controller by Stable PD-controllers (SPD) proposed by [14]

could allow our system to reach even lower frequencies as their

controllers make high gains more stables.
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